
 
 Real-Time Minimization of Tracking Error for Aircraft 
Systems  
Direct adaptive control looks at errors and decides if and when corrections are needed.  
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California  
In many cases when an aircraft/spacecraft vehicle encounters a failure (such as a jammed control or loss of a part), 
there are still enough redundant actuation mechanisms to safely maneuver the vehicle. However, most 
pilots/autonomous systems are unable to adapt to the altered configuration and learn to control the damaged aircraft in 
the very short time available for safe operation. Fortunately, the flight computer may have the necessary information as 
well as bandwidth available to learn the new dynamics and determine mechanisms to control the vehicle quickly. The 
flight computer needs an intelligent controller that flies the vehicle with the baseline controller during normal 
conditions, and adapts the design when the vehicle suffers damage. Using information about the vehicle from all the 
available sensors, the system determines whether the vehicle is damaged. Direct adaptive control (DAC) looks directly 
at the errors, and updates the control law accordingly. This technology looks not just at the tracking error, but rather its 
characteristics over time to determine whether the controller needs to be adapted or left alone. This is typically fast and 
meets the timing considerations for aircraft/spacecraft system implementation.  
This technology presents a novel, stable, discrete-time adaptive law for flight control in a DAC framework. Where 
errors are not present, the original control design has been tuned for optimal performance. Adaptive control works 
towards achieving nominal performance whenever the design has modeling uncertainties/errors or when the vehicle 
suffers substantial flight configuration change. The baseline controller uses dynamic inversion with proportional-
integral augmentation. On-line adaptation of this control law is achieved by providing a parameterized augmentation 
signal to a dynamic inversion block. The parameters of this augmentation signal are updated to achieve the nominal 
desired error dynamics.  
If the system senses that at least one aircraft component is experiencing an excursion and the return of this component 
value toward its reference value is not proceeding according to the expected controller characteristics, then the neural 
network (NN) modeling of aircraft operation may be changed.  
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